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Announcements
● Thanks for the feedback!

● HW4: comp graph, one node for x

● Broken record reminders:
● Read the docstrings closely, e.g. for return types, shapes, etc
● Passing tests is necessary but not sufficient

● HW5, sample next character: return a [batch_size] shape numpy array
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Note on Transformer Architecture

3link

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.11972.pdf


Model Types in NLP  
(h/t Agatha on Canvas)

● Honestly, I've heard a lot of criticism of the visual at that link in particular (it's a weird way to display a lot of those model types). My 
impression of the very high-level landscape of neural nets in particular in 2022 is:

● Feedforward networks
● Used when you just want to learn successive transformations of a vector, and don't necessarily need sequence/timestep information

● Recurrent networks (and you mostly use LSTMs)
● For sequential data; especially good for generation, and at smaller scales

● Transformers
● Good for sequential data, and now also being used a lot in computer vision (Vision Transformer, e.g.), multimodality, hints of “universality”

● Convolutional networks
● Mostly used in computer vision, but are essentially like when you have a whole bunch of data points that are somehow related to each other by 

"locality" (like image pixels), and you want to sort of distill it down into a way smaller collection of features, e.g. like regions of the pictures first, 
then broader regions, then classification.  Can think of them like higher-order n-gram detectors.  In NLP: on-the-fly word embeddings by doing a 
convolution over the characters (ELMo; we’ll see today), but have also been used for classification.

● Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
● These are like when you really want artificial data to look like human data somehow (look up GAN Garfield), or when you want to "align" 

representation spaces by making the difference between generated and real data imperceptible by the discriminator part. P sure this is also where 
deepfakes come from.
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https://www.aaai.org/AAAI22Papers/AAAI-12951.LuK.pdf


Today’s Plan
● Transfer learning in general

● Language model pre-training: initial steps

● Transformer-based pre-training
● Encoder only
● Decoder only
● Encoder-Decoder

● [Some] limitations [more later in course]
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Transfer Learning
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Standard Learning
● New task = new model

● Expensive!
● Training time
● Storage space
● Data availability
● Can be impossible in low-data regimes
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Transfer Learning
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Transfer Learning
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Pre-trained model, either:
- General feature extractor
- Fine-tuned on tasks



Pre-training + Fine-tuning
● Step 1: pre-train a model on a “general” task
● Questions: which task for pre-training?  More in a minute.
● Goal: produce general-purpose representations of the input (“representation 

learning”), that will be useful when “transferred” to a more specific task.

● Step 2: fine-tune that model on the main task
● Replace the “head” of the model with some task-specific layers
● Run supervised training with the resulting model
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Transfer Learning in Computer Vision

“We use features extracted from the OverFeat network as a generic image representation to 
tackle the diverse range of recognition tasks of object image classification, scene recognition, 
fine grained recognition, attribute detection and image retrieval applied to a diverse set of 
datasets. We selected these tasks and datasets as they gradually move further away from the 
original task and data the OverFeat network was trained to solve [cf. ImageNet]. 
Astonishingly, we report consistent superior results compared to the highly tuned state-of-the-
art systems in all the visual classification tasks on various datasets”
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1403.6382.pdf


Current Benchmarks
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Language Model Pre-training
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Where to transfer from?
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Where to transfer from?
● Goal: find a linguistic task that will build general-purpose / transferable 

representations

● Possibilities:
● Constituency or dependency parsing
● Semantic parsing
● Machine translation
● QA
● …

● Scalability issue: all require expensive annotation
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Language Modeling
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Language Modeling
● A good language model should produce good general-purpose and transferable 

representations

● Linguistic knowledge:
● The bicycles, even though old, were in good shape because ____ …
● The bicycle, even though old, was in good shape because ____ …

● World knowledge:
● The University of Washington was founded in _____
● Seattle had a huge population boom as a launching point for expeditions to _____
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Data for LM is cheap
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Data for LM is cheap
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Language Model Pre-training
● A currently powerful paradigm for training models for NLP tasks:
● Pre-train a large language model on a large amount of raw text
● Fine-tune a small model on top of the LM for the task you care about
● [or use the LM as a general feature extractor]
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ULMFiT
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Universal Language Model Fine-tuning for Text Classification (ACL ’18)

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P18-1031/


ULMFiT
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ULMFiT
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Deep Contextualized Word Representations 
Peters et. al (2018)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365


Deep Contextualized Word Representations 
Peters et. al (2018)

● NAACL 2018 Best Paper Award
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Deep Contextualized Word Representations 
Peters et. al (2018)

● NAACL 2018 Best Paper Award

● Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo)
● [aka the OG NLP Muppet]
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365


ELMo
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ELMo Model

23Source: BERT paper
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ELMo Model

23Source: BERT paper

4096-d hidden state 
512d projection

+

residual connection

char CNN

c  l  a  s  s
Helps with rare / new words (no OOV)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.04805.pdf


ELMo Training
● 10 epochs on 1B Word Benchmark

● NB: not SOTA perplexity even at time of publishing
● See “Exploring the Limits of Language Modeling” paper

● Regularization:
● Dropout
● L2 norm
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https://opensource.google/projects/lm-benchmark
https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.02410
http://jmlr.org/papers/v15/srivastava14a.html


Deep Contextualized Word Representations 
Peters et. al (2018)

● Used in place of other 
embeddings on multiple tasks:
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SQuAD = Stanford Question Answering Dataset
SNLI = Stanford Natural Language Inference Corpus
SST-5 = Stanford Sentiment Treebank

figure: Matthew Peters

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/treebank.html


Global vs. Contextual Word Vectors
● Global vectors: one vector per word-type
● E.g. word2vec, GloVe
● No difference between e.g. “play” as a verb, noun, or its different senses

● Contextual vectors: one vector per word-occurrence
● “We saw a really great play last week.”
● “Do you want to play basketball tomorrow?”
● Each occurrence gets its own vector representation.
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Deep Contextualized Word Representations 
Peters et. al (2018)

● Comparison to GloVe:
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Source Nearest Neighbors

GloVe play playing, game, games, played, players, plays, player, Play, 
football, multiplayer

biLM

Chico Ruiz made a 
spectacular play on 
Alusik’s grounder…

Kieffer, the only junior in the group, was commended for 
his ability to hit in the clutch, as well as his all-round 

excellent play.
Olivia De Havilland 

signed to do a 
Broadway play for 

Garson…

…they were actors who had been handed fat roles in a 
successful play, and had talent enough to fill the roles 

competently, with nice understatement.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365


Shallow vs Deep Pre-training
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Global embedding

Model for task

Raw tokens

Model for task

Contextual embedding 
(pre-trained)

Raw tokens



Pre-trained Transformers
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Paralellizability + Scale
● ULMFiT + ELMo:
● Demonstrate the value of LM pre-training + transfer learning
● Noted that there are “virtually unlimited” quantities of data for LM
● Used bi-LSTMs for the LM

● Concurrently: Transformer paper introduced

● Triggered an explosion in the pretraining approach
● Lack of recurrence —> paralellizability —> scaling up both model size and 

dataset size
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Pre-trained Transformers: Encoder-only
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BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers

Devlin et al NAACL 2019
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https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N19-1423/


Overview
● Encoder Representations from Transformers: 

● Bidirectional: ………?
● BiLSTM (ELMo): left-to-right and right-to-left
● Self-attention: every token can see every other
● NB: adirectional probably a better term

● How do you treat the encoder as an LM (as computing 
)?

● Don’t: modify the task

✓

P(wt |wt−1, wt−2, …, w1)
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Masked Language Modeling
● Language modeling: next word prediction

● Masked Language Modeling (a.k.a. cloze task): fill-in-the-blank

● Nancy Pelosi sent the articles of ____ to the Senate.

● Seattle ____ some snow, so UW was delayed due to ____ roads.

● I.e. 

● (very similar to CBOW: continuous bag of words from word2vec) 

● Auxiliary training task: next sentence prediction.

● Given sentences A and B, binary classification: did B follow A in the corpus or not?

P(wt |wt+k, wt+(k−1), …, wt+1, wt−1, …, wt−(m+1), wt−m)
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Schematically
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Some details
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Some details
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● 12 Transformer Blocks
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● Attention heads / layer: 12
● Total parameters: 110M
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https://twitter.com/karpathy/status/1509227367302148098


Input Representation
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Training Details
● BooksCorpus (800M words) + Wikipedia (2.5B)

● Masking the input text.  15% of all tokens are chosen.  Then:
● 80% of the time: replaced by designated ‘[MASK]’ token
● 10% of the time: replaced by random token
● 10% of the time: unchanged

● Loss is cross-entropy of the prediction at the masked positions.

● Max seq length: 128 tokens for first 90%, 512 tokens for final 10%

● 1M training steps, batch size 256 = 4 days on 4 or 16 TPUs
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Initial Results
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Ablations
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● Not a given (depth doesn’t help ELMo); 
possibly a difference between fine-
tuning vs. feature extraction

● Many more variations to explore



Other Prominent Encoders
● RoBERTa: robustly optimized BERT approach
● BERT was very under-trained: give it more data, train it longer [keep model the 

same otherwise]
● Good default encoder

● ELECTRA: replace Masked Language Modeling with “replaced token 
detection”, trains just as well with much less data

● SpanBERT: mask out entire spans instead of single tokens
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.11692
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.10555
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10529


Limitation of Encoders
● No left-to-right modeling assumption

● Good for NLU (understanding/comprehension) tasks

● Does not straightforwardly generate text
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Pre-training + Fine-tuning Paradigm
LING 575K Deep Learning for NLP

Shane Steinert-Threlkeld
May 9 2022
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Announcements
● HW5 ref code available

● HW6: PyTorch directly, no more 
edugrad (but same API :))

● A note on runtime and scalability 
of LSTMs
● Definitely fast on small data, but 

doesn’t scale
● From hw6.model.LSTM.forward:
● [NB: hw7 will use torch native 

LSTMs, a bit faster]
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Some Python/PyTorch Notes
● Training loop in HW6: saves best model based on dev loss, evaluates that

● model.eval(), model.train()
● Sets the “mode” of a model in PyTorch
● .eval() turns off things like Dropout, which are only used in training; .train() turns 

them back on

● `with torch.no_grad():` 
● For inference/test mode: doesn’t allocate memory for gradients on Tensors, saves 

lots of memory

● RNNClassifier.forward: fancy-ish tensor operations to extract the “last” hidden 
state from a batch of variable-length sequences
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Today’s Plan
● Pre-training + fine-tuning, cont.
● Last time:
● Recurrent (ULMFiT, ELMo)
● Encoder-only (BERT)
● Decoder-only
● Encoder-decoder
● Risks
● Accessing / using pre-trained LMs

● Next time: interpreting and analyzing pre-trained language models.  What kind 
of linguistic and non-linguistic information do they acquire?
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Pre-trained Transformers: Decoder-only
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GPT(2)
● Generative Pre-training
● Radford et al 2018; 2019 (GPT2); Brown et al 2020 (GPT3)

● Uses Transformer decoder instead of encoder
● “Self”-attention: masked so that only can attend to previous tokens
● Pure LM training objective
● Can be used for text generation

● GPT: same params as BERT-BASE; GPT2 much bigger; GPT3 muuuuuch 
bigger (175B params)

● Training data: crawled from outbound Reddit links w/ >3 karma, not public
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https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/openai-assets/research-covers/language-unsupervised/language_understanding_paper.pdf
https://cdn.openai.com/better-language-models/language_models_are_unsupervised_multitask_learners.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


Comparison
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Source: BERT paper

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.04805.pdf


Samples from GPT2 (Cherry-picked)
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Samples from GPT2 (Cherry-picked)
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GPT2 Release Controversy

● Worry: it’s so good, it could be used by malicious actors to make deep-
fakes for text (incl. fake news, character assassination, …)

● So the model was not released until a partially independent report on 
possible misuses (but has been now)

52https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/ 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.09203
https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/


Write With Transformer 
● Prompt: Studying computational linguistics is a good idea. There are many 

interesting problems. 

● However, there are many bad problems. The research into computational 
linguistics has not helped very much in the development of better solutions. One 
problem with computer science and machine learning is that, until recently, the 
problems they were supposed to solve were insufficiently well studied. Most of the 
people who are doing research in computer science (at least in my profession) 
have no understanding of how to design a particularly natural problem, for 
example. In the case of the reasoning problem above, most of the people I know 
who work on computer science or machine learning have no understanding of how 
to make computer programs work in ways which do not have unavoidable adverse 
consequences. In the best cases, computational linguistics was little help.
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https://transformer.huggingface.co/doc/gpt2-large


Write With Transformer 
● Prompt: I didn't ride my bike to campus today because of the snowy 

weather. 

● There is a lot of construction and I wanted to have a few hours of skiing. All 
that snow is a real pain in the ass. Good thing there was an LRT planned 
for that area. See you guys on campus in a few days! Photo credit: 
Tapto@archivosos.gr – August 26, 2016: Windy Weather on the Mountain 
(photo credit: Diana Prat) 
From Diana Prat, via tapto@archivosos.gr: 
Ever since the camp that I organized to protest the modernisation of the 
Barranco, my beautiful alma mater, you know, going in for a press 
conference, I was asking why the Italian government
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https://transformer.huggingface.co/doc/gpt2-large
mailto:tapto@archivosos.gr
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GPT3
● Same approach: pure 

Transformer decoder trained on 
LM
● Scale: 175B params
● Data size: ~500billion tokens, 

majority from filtered Common 
Crawl

● Few-shot “fine-tuning” paradigm:
● Prompt with a few examples, ask 

to continue
● No parameter updates
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


GPT3 Few-Shot Results
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k=32



Some follow-ups on GPT3

58

● Has ushered in a lot of work on “prompt tuning”: how to best engineer the 
prompts to produce the behavior that you want

● Very useful survey paper/website on that front: http://pretrain.nlpedia.ai/ 

● Putting the “open” back in:

● EleutherAI: “A grassroots collective of researchers working to open source 
AI research.”

● Reproduce GPT-like models + datasets in entirely open way

● OPT-175B: Meta’s recent open (incl logbook, etc) non-commercial 
replication

http://pretrain.nlpedia.ai/
https://www.eleuther.ai/
https://ai.facebook.com/blog/democratizing-access-to-large-scale-language-models-with-opt-175b/


Pretrained Transformers: Encoder-Decoder
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BART
● Full Transformer, i.e. encoder-decoder transducer
● Many composable transformations of raw text, presented to encoder
● Goal of decoder is to reconstruct the original text

● Good for both discrimination and generation
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.13461.pdf


High-level Overview
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Comparison of Pre-training Objectives
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Advantages of Encoder-Decoder Models
● “Best of both worlds”
● On a par with RoBERTa on NLU / discrimination tasks
● State-of-the-art on many generation tasks (e.g. summarization)

● Others: 
● MASS
● T5 
● uses labeled data
● “Unified” text-to-text format
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http://proceedings.mlr.press/v97/song19d
https://jmlr.org/papers/v21/20-074.html


Multilingual Pre-training
● One other main dimension: mono- vs multi-lingual pre-training
● Roughly: concatenate (in fancy way) corpora from many languages, then do the 

same kind of pre-training
● Much more info from Agatha’s lecture on May 18

64

Encoder-only Decoder-only Encoder-decoder

English-only * BERT, RoBERTa, XLNet, ALBERT, … GPT-n BART

Multilingual mBERT, XLM(-R), … HF BigScience LLM, XGLM mBART, MASS, mT5

https://bigscience.huggingface.co/blog/model-training-launched
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10668


Limitations of Pre-training + Fine-tuning
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State of the Field
● Manning 2017: “The BiLSTM Hegemony”

● Right now: “The pre-trained Transformer Hegemony”
● By default: fine-tune a large pre-trained Transformer on the task you care about
● Will often yield the best results
● Beware: often not significantly better than very simple baselines (SVM, etc)
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Scale scale scale
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source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tp412ab3kHQ


Note on the costs of LMs
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● Carbon emissions
● Monetarily
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● Dataset debt/documentation
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.10597.pdf


More on the Costs of LMs

● For more on the reactions to this paper: https://faculty.washington.edu/
ebender/stochasticparrots.html 

69

https://faculty.washington.edu/ebender/stochasticparrots.html
https://faculty.washington.edu/ebender/stochasticparrots.html
https://faculty.washington.edu/ebender/papers/Stochastic_Parrots.pdf


Some Reasons to Pause
● Leaderboard chasing (via larger models and more data) funnels research 

activity into one specific and limited goal
● Amplifies harmful biases
● Equity costs
● Climate costs
● Data documentation debt
● Does not promote human-like linguistic generalization (Linzen 2020 summary)

● More from Angelina McMillan-Major on May 25 on stochastic parrots paper
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https://tallinzen.net/media/papers/linzen_2020_acl.pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445922


🤗 Transformers
https://huggingface.co/transformers 
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https://huggingface.co/transformers


Overview of the Library
● Access to many variants of many very large LMs (BERT, RoBERTa, 

XLNET, ALBERT, T5, language-specific models, …) with fairly consistent 
API
● Build tokenizer + model from string for name or config
● Then use just like any PyTorch nn.Module

● Emphasis on ease-of-use
● E.g. low barrier-to-entry to using the models, including for analysis

● Interoperable with PyTorch or TensorFlow 2.0
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Example: Tokenization

73See http://juditacs.github.io/2019/02/19/bert-tokenization-stats.html (h/t Naomi Shapiro)

https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/preprocessing
http://juditacs.github.io/2019/02/19/bert-tokenization-stats.html


Example: Tokenization
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Example: Tokenizing a Batch
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https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/preprocessing


Example: Tokenizing a Batch
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Add `return_tensors=“pt”` to get these outputs as PyTorch Tensors

https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/preprocessing


Example: Forward Pass
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More on HuggingFace
● Main library: https://huggingface.co/transformers 

● Model repository (w/ search, tags, etc): https://huggingface.co/models 

● Datasets: https://huggingface.co/datasets 
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https://huggingface.co/transformers
https://huggingface.co/models
https://huggingface.co/datasets

